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Morpheme of Gold,money and property are rich of meanings. “Gold” can refers to
gold, gold color, metal and other kind of money that related to gold.  “Money”
morpheme refers to contour quantization for trading tools which financial
instrument can boosts social prosperity and development. Money represent
currency which use for trading tools. “property” refers to money, goods and
materials, estate, wealth and others related property attribute. Since one
morpheme or word can refers to many meanings, therefore idiom is also refers to
many meanings. Because idiom came from words that combined together, that’s
why idiom has more definitions and cultural meanings  than word or phrase.
Money has a huge affect on human lives, that’s why people understood the
nature of gold, money and property, felt it, and then make an idiom out of it. Since
social customs and habits, cultural background and mode of thinking of Chinese
and Thai people are different, hence there are differences in money idioms
between Chinese and Thai.
The range of this thesis is limited to morphemes in idioms that contain “Gold”
“Money” ,”Property”   (abbreviated to Gold, Money, Property Idioms in Chinese
and Thai), using comparison method for researched and observed then describe
and analyzed similarities and differences of gold, money, property idioms in
Chinese and Thai. The goal is to find out cultural characteristics and outlook of
value from meanings of gold, money, property idioms in Chinese and Thai.
Main research methods are Lexicology, Semantics, Contrastive linguistic and
Cultural Linguistic. There are four aspects of this research: The definition and
origins of gold, money, property idioms in Chinese and Thai; fundamental
condition of Chinese and Thai idioms, gold, money, property idioms in Chinese
and Thai (form feature, syntactic structure and grammatical function) ; meaning of













implications, correspondence between metaphor and connotation), using
meaning of gold, money, property idioms in Chinese and Thai, emotional attitude
on gold, money, property of Chinese and Thai people, the observation and
outlook of value  of gold and metal to comparative analysis cultural connotation of
gold, money, property idioms in Chinese and Thai.
I hope that this research may help providing valuable source material, clue,
thinking methods of Chinese and Thai idioms and also hope that it will be useful
for  Cultural Linguistic and contrastive linguistic.
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